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A plea for help for 
a Los Angeles 
, family's life was sent out yesterday 
.4' morning during a press conference 
by a coalition of local black orginiza-
tions held for the Gordon Family 
Heart Fund. 
Five out of the seven Gordon 
children suffer from a rare heart 
disease that results in the degenera-
tion of the heart muscle to the point 
where it no longer functions.
 
One son has died
 and another. 
Derrick, is now 
recuperating  at 
Stanford Medical Center after a 
heart transplant. 
Gordon family members were 
present at the conference held in the 
1 Business Classrooms faculty 
lounge,
 and are asking for donations 
to go toward a trust fund to help with 
the family's transportation and 
lodging expenses while 
Derrick  re-
cuperates. 
Derrick will remain in the area 
for eight months, and the family 
' wants to be with him to 
provide emo-
tional support. They are looking for 
a two-bedroom house to stay in. 
The 
money  will also go toward 
medical costs in the
 event  any of the 
other 
children  need to be hospital-
ized. 
; 
al Along with monetary donations, 
the family is also 




 hit until 
the 
late








 of the fam-
ily. His 
mother died and 
his brother 
died from 













Lorenzo  Jr., was 
hospital-
ized
 at Stanford 
with the same 
ail-
* ment
 and later 
released.  
Along with Lorenzo Jr.
 and Der-
rick, the Gordon





Crystal,  17, 
Dana,








coalition  which 
consists  of slu-
e 
 dents from 






 she is orga-
nizing 
events  to help 





these is a 
spaghetti  din-
ner 
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The Academic Senate and library 
staff  are respond-
ing to state budget cutbacks that 
have
 reduced funding 
for SJSU's library system. 
The Senate unanimously approved on Monday, a pro-
posal that 
would  send a faculty -student delegation to 
Sacramento to testify before the state Legislature on the 
effect of the state budget cuts on funding for books and 
periodicals for the SJSU's libraries. 
The Senate also approved a provision to the proposal 
that 
would  have the delegation speak on the  necessity for 
funds to acquire, process and make the materials more 
accessible. 
President Gail Fullerton will have to approve the 
proposal before the group can travel to Sacramento. 
Roy Young, chairman of the Political Science De-
partment, was the author of the bill. 
The amendment was proposed by Academic Senate 
secretary Sandy Kajiwara, a science reference librar-
ian. 
The proposal and the provision. were approved after 
two  librarians appeared before the Senate to ask that the 
delegation also speak about the reduced number of staff 
positions. 
"The staff losses are three times as serims (as books 
and periodicals)," said Jo Whitlatch, head of the access 
division of Clark
 Library. 
"Without the staff to 
process,  (and) maintain .. . 
you have a pile of unsorted 
books and periodicals," she 
said.
 
She also said that
 according to a recent survey, con-
ducted by the library staff to assess the impact of the 
budget  cuts, delays in checkouts were up 25%,
 and time 




Whitlatch said student 
assistance





 librarian who appeared,
 Jan Myers, head 
of the user services




 it costs 841 to purchase
 and process a book.
 $83 for a 
periodical and 
$255
 for one scientific journal.
 
"We wanted 
the  Senate to realize 
just  how much 
more 
than
 the cover price was




said it took 
expertise
 and judgement
 to select 
materials 
relevant
 to the campus
 out of hundreds 
of thou-
sands  of 
publications
 produced every
 year. Also, there
 
was
 the time spent in 
ordering,  cataloging, 
labeling and 
sorting the 
material, she said. 
Young 
said he had not 




 and journals 
have no 
lobbyists, 
but  librarians do." 
Librarians
 are represented
 by the California
 Faculty 
Association,




 that "books 
and  journals 
would be 
sitting
 in little stacks
 without the 
staff  to pro-
cess
 them" and 
accepted  the 
amendment
 to his 
proposal.  
lithe
 proposal is approved by 
Fullerton,
 the dele-
gation would go before state legislative committees
 in 
the spring of 1984. The faculty members would be ap-
pointed by the Academic Senate Chair and elected Exec-
utive Committee members. 
The students would probably be appointed by 
the 
Associated Students President. according to Academic 
Senate Chair William Tidwell. 
In other Senate business, the proposal to 
allow  only 
upper division students
 in upper -division courses was 
killed.
 
The Instruction and Research 
Committee  had rec-
ommended that no action
 be taken on it; as current uni-
versity policy already
 allowed faculty members, at their 
discretion, to restrict
 upper -division classes to upper -di-
vision students. 
The author of the 
proposal,  Theodore Norton. profes-










officials  foresee a 
fight  
By Jeff Barbosa 
Although California State University Chancellor W. 
Ann Reynolds has proposed a $90 reduction in CSU fees, 
students may be wise to adopt an I'll -believe -it -when -I -
see-it attitude. 
Reynolds announced her proposal last Thursday at a 
Senate Education Committee hearing in Sacramento. 
She said 
Gov. George Deukmejian told her, in writing, if 
the state can afford it, he will favor lowering fees. 
Reynolds' proposal would have the state allocate an 
additional $25 million to the CSU system to offset the 
money lost from the fee 
reduction. 
The state's economy has improved to the point where
 
officials in Sacramento are predicting a surplus of about 
$191 million for this year and an approximate $1 billion 




































troops  and 
armed Cuban 
workers.  
The U.S. forces, ordered to pro-
tect some 1,000 Americans on the 




followed by 300 
soldiers from six Ca-
ribbean nations. 
President Reagan called the 




He said 1,900 Marines and 
Arm"
 

























 Grenada "illegal" 







































the  Neutrality Act and 
Section


























































 laws and the 
Constitution,"
 Edwards said. 
He added that the U.S. 
Attorney  General should con-
sider looking into the issue and whether
 it is appropriate 
to establish a federal grand jury to investigate
 the mat-
ter. 






requires that Congress. not
 the president or the CIA, 
decides if and 
when the country goes to war." 
Edwards  
said. 
He stated there were "sound 
reasons"
 for these pro-
visions in the Constitution and added that
 the founders of 
the
 United States "feared secret decisions made by one 
person.
 
"They insisted that 
committing  the country to war 
should




two main airports on the mountain 
ous,  21 -mile -long island. 
At least two American military 
men were killed and 20 wounded in 
the initial fighting, according to U.S. 
administration and
 congressional 
sources in Washington. They also
 re-
ported three members of Grenada's 
1.200-man armed forces
 were killed, 
and that 30 
Soviet
 advisers and 
about 600 Cubans 
were  captured. 
Jamaica  was 








force  and Prime 
Min-
ister  Edward Seaga 
told  the Jamai-
can
 Parliament in 
Kingston  he had 
received a report at  
noon  saying 12 
Cubans
 had been killed and 22 
cap-
tured.




 the allied forces had 
seized
 a large 














continued  on page 12 
However, Scott Plotkin, assistant director ot govern-
ment affairs for CSU, said Monday. students will have a 
tough time convincing state legislators to reduce fees - 
even if there is a budget surplus. 
Last Thursday, William Cunningham. Deukmejian's 
education representative, reflected the administration's 
cautious  stance. 
"The governor would like to 
stabilize  fees and per-
haps lower student fees, if the state revenues allow," 
Cunningham said. 
"But  that's still up in the air." 
Plotkin said the news that 
California  may have a 
surplus will result in numerous groups with "legitimate 
claims" arguing for 
more  fiscal aid. 
However, the upturn in the economy has increased 
revenues beyond estimates and Plotkin now believes the 























 ran as 
an 
Independent
 in the 1980 election.
 
Anderson, who  bolted from 
the 
Republican  Party in the 
spring of 1980.
 will speak at noon 
today in the 
Amphitheatre.  
In a phone 
interview yester-
day, Anderson said he has 
not de-
cided to run yet, but would defi-
nitely consider it if asked by 









the problems facing America 
today, he sounded every bit like a 
man determined to run for the 
presidency. 
Anderson 











 for his new 



















derson  said. "I 




faith in the 
system.  We have 
to have
 a new 
party  that 
will 
work 
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 that for some inexplicable
 reason, Amer-
ica is in the midst 
of
 a love affair with 
the legal system. 
"If  you think you 
have  a case. . . 
take
 'em to court," 
Doug 
Llewellan advises us 




Court,"  a television 
show




 word in the 
past  year. 
Aside from 
my












Howard  Cosell, 
the
 People's Court
 is a classic 
example 
of overblowing 













 this so-called Judge
 Wapner. 
But for all its 
frivolity. I 
must
 admit, the 
show
 is one 












trees falling on  
fences, having 








 over the 
defendant's  house,
 
where  they are then stolen.
 
After
 a long 
dissertation
 of the 





 rule that 
the  
defendant 
has  to use 
"reasonable
 care" in 
guarding  the 
merchandise. 
This  sort of thing 
used
 to be solved by a 
couple of 
phone 
calls to lawyers, but 







 conflict as they
 go at it, 
hammer
 and tongs, in this 




in a few courtrooms
 myself ( 
traffic  
offenses  mind you), 
I can say with some
 degree of cer-
tainty
 that this 
formality,
 or lack thereof,
 in the "Peo-
ple's  Court" is 
much
 more real than 
any Hollywood 
version of the
 legal system  and 






































































































































































































 that have no 




 little league 
case,  he asked if 
quality  
lettering 
would  make the kids 
play




 a case loser 
at the show's 
end will 
explain to 
Llewellen  crucial 
evidence  that 
Wapner
 ei-
ther ignored or 
didn't have the 
patience  to listen to. 
This results in a 
case  of serious 
fumble
 mouth for 
Llewellen,
 who usually gathers
 his wits in time to 
offer a 
"well, I guess Judge
 Wapner didn't see
 it that way." 
Thanks
 Doug. 
I wonder how these people
 feel after their due pro-
cess has been 
compromised  to fit 
their cases into 
the  
allotted
 15 minutes or half hour,
 
I guess these
 kind of important
 questions get
 lost 
when you're striving 
for high Nielsen's. 
But 
then again I'm as 
guilty as the 
millions
 of other 
people  who watch this 
enigmatic
 travesty, keeping it 
from the death 








































 il the 
next
 day to present
 their stories. 
That's the 
fact





But it's not as simple as that. 
Many radio and television stations, partic-
ularly local stations, aren't satisfied with winning 
their race against the newspapers. They have an-
other race to run  against each other. 
One way that a 
television  or radio station tries 
to get the edge is by creating news. 
There 
seems  to be two ways to create news. The 
most obvious is to create an event from scratch. 
This has been going on since man first put words on 
stone tablets. In fact, a group of newspaper pub-
lishers are blamed 




another  way to create news, which is just 
as bad, is to 
take  an event or a topic that is news. 
and blow it up so that it will attract more viewers 
and sound more
 sensational. This is the more com-
mon occurrence. 
A man who lights himself on fire in a local park
 
is news. Making sure you have a camera crew to 
film it while it happens is 
creating news. 
There are other less 
extreme  examples, which 
still make me doubt the 
motives  of the broadcast 
journalists involved. The Bay Area stations provide 
examples almost every day. 
During the summer, the San Francisco stations
 
discovered a topic that would really bring in the 
viewers: AIDS. In their race for the 
ratings,  they 
scoured the hospitals  for victims of the disease, 
talked to bathhouse owners who closed 
their estab-
lishments, and attended every possible press con-
ference, which the politicians used to push their 
ideas about gays, San 
Francisco,
 and lite in gen-
eral. 
What they didn't
 do, until several months 
after 
the epidemic 




 largely responsible 
for  starting 
the AIDS panic
 and causing it to grow. 
A 
similar  thing happened over 
the  PCB issue. 
When a 
transformer burned in 
San Francisco, local 
stations
 raced to discover where 
other "potential 
tragedies dwelled." 
Reporters  talked to citizens 
who were scared, 
firemen who were 
scared,  and 
PG&E workers 
who were scared ( that there
 would 
be a riot outside
 their headquarters). 
If they had
 talked to the experts,
 maybe there 
wouldn't  have been as 
many  scared people 
around.  
These two 
issues deserved to have 
coverage in 
the news. The broadcast
 media had plenty of 
ad-
vantages over the
 print medium in 
covering  them. 
But  they didn't take the time 
to put in quality sto-
ries. They had to win 
the ratings race. 
Sometimes
 the race fails. 
Last
 week, a super-
market  exploded in West 
Virginia. The network 
and  
radio stations saw 




newspapers  once again.
 They interrupted 
daytime 
programming  and began
 estimating dam-
ages.
 Eighty lives 
had been lost, they reported. 
By that evening, only 
injuries  were reported. 
The next morning,
 most newspapers 
ignored 
the  incident. Damages 




 jetliner was shot 
down last 
month,  nearly all 
of
 the television and
 radio sta-
tions in 














 went on was 
one  "protester" 


















 driving a 
Mercedes drove by 
and yelled
 an obscenity
 out of his 
window.  
The 





was a daily 
occurrence,  it was 
special be-
cause







 the upper 
classes.  
Of 
course,  he could 
have





 with their 
cameras  and 
microphones. 
Sometimes I feel
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appear  tr 
measure  up 
to the 









 as he 
has. 
Whether
 it be 
Conrad,  
Watt,  or 
both who 

























meaning  of 












 the New 
Testament
 and dis-
cover  what 
















 and again, 
many non-
Christians 
argue  against and 
refuse 
to 
accept  the God 
of








































soften  their 
heart
 to honestly 




































about  this 
issue




 my arms 









were  open 
to
 all 
people  when 
He died on 
the cross 
and 






















































plained  to them 





 expect this to 
put 
an end to 
their attempts at manipu-
lating and 




has come to 
the aid of the Daily.
 
How ironic that 
our  student or-
ganization has 
betrayed  us and the 
administration




is quite evident that
 the A.S. 
board 
of




needs  of the students,
 and must 
be 
brought under 
control  or re-
moved. I urge students
 to voice their 
opinions  to the board
 by attending 
meetings  or writing 
letters.  
Here, for the
 benifit of those 
members of the 
board who might 
still be 
reached
 by reason, 
are the 
facts about



















and  it is 






Daily is an 
exemplary  colle-
giate paper 
which  benefits the 
uni-
versity in two





practice  in 
The forum page is 














pearing  on this page
 are the 
opinion 
of the Spartan 
Daily. 





and second, by provid-
ing 










 enrollment of more than 
25.000  students, A.S. needs less than 
20 cents from each of us to provide a 
year's supply for the Daily. Consid-
ering that the 1983-84
 budget is more 
than $700,000,
 it seems to me that at 
$10,000, the Daily is more than rea-
sonably
 priced. 
With these facts in 
mind.  I offer 
two suggestions to the members of 
the board, either of which would pro-
vide a democratic solution to the 
problem. 
Solution one: Put it to a general 
vote of the students. Ask them, 
"Should AS. buy subscriptions to 
the university's paper in order to 
help
 support it?" 
Solution two: Allow students to 
"vote with their 
pocketbook"  by of-
fering them 
a choice each semester 
when they pay their fees. 
I think the board will find 
that, 
given a chance to express them-
selves,
 students will overwhelm-




soph ))))) ore 
Make up your mind 
Editor: 
In the Oct. 18 letter by Mark To-




cuts"  being partly 
"responsible
 































How good it is to see discussion 
on Africa; how tragic that much of it 
seems to 
be
 ill-founded and quite fal-
lacious. 











 to reading the work to 
discover for myself what the 
author  
was trying to say. 
I was quite surprised to discover 
that the  book took on a compassio-
nate tone toward Africa's problem I 
and not the neo-fascist, racist point 
of view described 
by members of the 
Pan African Student Union. There 
are, perhaps several reasons for 
this. 
First, the 
article itself seems to 
be heavily edited. I have no doubt 
that
 the professor 
actually  did gel 'f 
around to 
answering
 the question of 
what 
is an African, but one 
cannot 
tell what will be 
edited from an in-
terview. 
It is also 
quite  apparent that 
Daily  staff writer 
Gail
 Taylor knew 
little about 




 The truth is, 
















response,  I 
am embar-
rassed  on two
 counts:
























































































































































































































































































































































































A selection of S. Clay Wilson's
 original artwork
 that is 


































































































































































find it very 
moralis-











 lot of people 
are de-
picting 







has  no 
favorite  







































age  12, 









 in 1968 


























































scribed Wilson as "a sav-
age social
 satirist with a 
flair for grotesquerie." 
Wilson "uses the psy-
chology 
of violence. nul-
lity. total extremism in 
ac-
tion and perverse 
sexuality  
to shock the viewer," said 

















 Bosch, Francis 
Bacon, 
Baron  James 
Ensor, George
























those  of other 
people,"






































friendly  service with com-
puter editing. And, we 
store
 your work for 
easy 
access and recall. 
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Live 
on stage! 
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link,
 folks and hig 
folks is it h 
young hearts 
lose...lights,  action, 
dancing,  singing, 
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hero.",
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imitating their favorite 
stars performed in con-








 on as they 
waited  to see who would 
win the Air Band Con-
cert Contest. 
"Women of Play," 



















beginning,  but after 
a while.  I felt




























and  stage 
setup
 
added  realism to 
the  
show. 




 one man act by 
Washburn  Hall resident 
Mitch  
Poore, who imitated Frank Sinatra.
 
In his black tuxedo,
 Poore not only 
sang,  but also 
found  time between 
notes
 to mingle with the 
audience.  
Other groups who 
competed  in the contest
 were 
the Blues 
Brothers,  featuring 
Ray
 Charles. and Scan-
dal. 
Food 
prizes from the 
Spartan Pub 
were
 given to 
the winners. 




made  up a few 
dormitory  resident 
advisors. 
"We 
wanted  to do 
something
 different," said 
Paul  
Masters, a resident
 advisor from 
Markham  Hall. He 
admitted, however,
 that he did not 
think  the idea would 
be a success. 






test, but during the last week 
before
 




Lisa Orrell, lead 
singer of "Women of Play" 'sings' her winning 
number in the Air Band concert contest in the 
Dining
 Commons. 
were dropping out like flies." Masters said. 
He said it's a heavy risk to get up before an audi-
ence and look silly, as well as act silly too.
 
"For the first time it was introduced to the resi-
dent 
community,  as well as to the school, I think it 
went off quite well," said Matthew Allen, Moulder Hall 
advisor. "I think the resident hall community enjoyed 
it emmensely." 
Kevin Tousant, a sophomore from Washburn Hall, 
said the show was a  good idea because it allowed resi-
dents to share some of 
their  own talent. 
'I thought all the performers did a good job,"
 Tou-
sant said. "It was definitely worth twice the price." 
Since the contest
 turned out to be "surprisingly 
entertaining," Masters said the contest will be held 
next  semester. 
It was like a real concert." he said. 
Campaign








SACRAMENTO (AP)  
Campaign  spending for leg-
islative seats 
has swelled by more 
than  3,(Sto percent 
since
 1958, far outstripping the 
rate of inflation, state 
campaign officials said 
Monday.  
The Fair Political
 Practices Commission, the state's 
political 
watchdog,
 said spending for legislative
 races 
rose
 from $1.4 million to $43.2
 million in the last 24 
years,
 
an increase of 
3,046 percent. 
During
 that period, the consumer
 price index climbed 
246 percent, the 
FPPC said. 
"Even 
with  inflation controlled, total
 campaign costs 
for the 
Senate  and Assembly are 
approximately nine 
times 
greater  in 1982 compared to 
1958."  the FPPC report 
said. 
Median 
general  election 












 the increase 
was $3,253 to 
$78,766.  
The most spent by a Senate candidate in  
the 1958 
November election was $23,884. The most spent by a Sen-
ate 
candidate last November
 was $568,024. The
 corre-
sponding figures for the Assembly are $15,305 and $2.9 
million, spent by Assembly Speaker Willie Brown, D -San 







WASHINGTON ( AP) 
 The traditional family is 
alive and well in American 
society despite increasing 
divorces, falling birth 
rates, working wives and 
the growing number of sin-
gles who live together, so-
cial researchers reported 
Monday. 
"Family  relationships 
continue to play a vital role 
in today's world and are 
likely to do so in the fu-
ture," Arland Thornton 
and Deborah 
Freeland  of 
the University of Michigan 
conclude in a report pub-
lished by the Population 







dent living have increased 
sharply  in recent years, 
the researchers note. 
While 29 percent of couples 
married in 1952 were di-
vorced by the time of 
their 
25th wedding anniversary, 
couples married in 
1967  



























 in most 
families and
 a growing ac-
ceptance of 
divorce










ers  said, a higher propor-
tion
 of couples 







 family scholars 
believe that 
divorce  stems 
from 
dissatisfaction  with a 











As evidence, it notes 





















each,  and many 
are merely postponing
 















Mastercard  or Visa, 
I 
nobody refused,
 even if you have I 
I 
bad credit,


























































found  84 










ought  to 
have 
chil-





























education  and 
ca-































 of not 
letting
 a few 
crazies  in the 
world 





















 turned to 
Dr.  Joyce 
Brothers














packaging  to 

















installed  a 









 what we 
want to do 
is say you 



























during  the 


















 to fear  
some say 






























































 to defuse 
"public  
panic,"









 a jail 
term.  
The scope
 of the 
problem
 was 
devastating  for 
some  
manufacturers.  A 
million candy 
apples were 




after  a pin 
reportedly  was 
found  in 
one 
of
 the treats. Some
 stores reported 
sharp drops in 
candy sales. 
"I
 am certain 
that if the Great
 Pumpkin 














features  the 
mythical
 char-





























more  than 95 
percent of 








when  analyzed 




The  finding 
































































about  :33 
percent  
more  this 
year  than 













and  the 
confectioners  
group have 





primarily at parents. 
As 
part  of the 
campaign, 
they have 














 psycho' e 
°gist. 
"Halloween 
can be an 
important  time 
to
 help your 
children  be their own 
heroes," she tells 
parents in the spot 
that will 
be seen on 300 
television
 stations. "Let's
 do our 
part to make Halloween safe
 and fun." 
Some




industry  effort with their own 
projects.  
Hershey Foods Corp.






prepared 30 million 
booklets
 "on all the positive 
things 
of Halloween" as an insert
 in October issues of 
women's magazines,
 spokeswoman Deb Ryerson 
said. 
They 











 foul up 
EUREKA  ( API  
Police  Capt. Bill 
Bonsai




But the Sunday morning
 error  swip-
ing tomato plants they thought were mari-
juana  landed four 
young people in jail. 
booked for investigation of burglary. 
Officers said 
the  four were arrested 
after Robert Schroir
 reported someone 
had broken into a 
greenhouse  which pro-
vided shelter 
for his (4ierry tomato plants. 
The trail led
 to a car 
nearby. 
After  a 
brief chase, 










 of the 
juveniles,  
who  were 
not  






didn't  want 
to get 
caught  
with all that pot."
 
Police  could 
not  explain 







since  many of 
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... and we need 
some  cool-headed new 
graduates to keep 
our  systems 
moving along




 is essential to 




 . STC created









is now a rapidly 
growing
 company with hot 
new  technolo-
gies. . . creative & 
talented  
minds  . room for personal and 
professional
 
growth . .. healthy 
career
 opportunities
 . and an 
incomparable
 Califor-
nia, San Francisco 
Bay Area environment




































. . . 
Accept
 the 




 opportunity to 
continue  your technical 
education 








 For more 
information






Placement  Office 
or







 800 Central 
Expressway.  Santa 
Clara.
 CA 
95050  We are an equal 































  Prices for cars, food, and 
housing accelerated in 
September. pushing overall con-
 
sumer costs up 0.5 percent in the 
biggest one -month in-
crease  





 inflation for the






 the slowest 
pace















































minds us that keeping inflation under control requires 
constant vigilence," Speakes said. 
The Labor Department's 
Consumer  Price Index re-
port  said prices rose 1 percent for new 
cars
 and for used 
autos in September
 compared with increases of 0.8 
per-
cent and 1.8 percent in August. 
One reason for the new 
gains was a revival of consumer demand
 at a time when 




 beverage costs rose 0.4 percent 
twice the 
August increase
 and the biggest  gain since last April  as 
the crop
-damaging  effects of 
last 
summer's drought 
drove prices higher 
for fruits, 
vegetables












His thrice -weekly workout has made him 











(AP)  Children 
afflicted  with 
AIDS
 probably will provide 
the key to curing the 
mys-
terious disease 
because  they are free
 from other infec-
tions 
common to 









Oleske, a pediatric 
immunologist





























"Children will probably 
supply  the answer or the key 
to AIDS, mainly
 because when we 
study  a child early in 
Life,
 he hasn't had the 
infectious experience
 that the other 
 
high risk groups have





































 Ave. IOU, Los





percent   




  including 
rises of 0.7 
percent  for 
renters
 and 0.5 
percent for 
homeowners.  













 and so forth.
 
For 
the first nine 
months  of this 
year,
 prices paid by 
consumers 
have
 risen at an 
annual  rate of 3.7 
percent. the 






 months. 1983 





 of 1972. 
Prices  climbed 
3.9 percent 
last
 year in 
what
 most 















































 will  have 
more  
money

























































 i APt  The 
U.S.  col
 a0.11 









until  now, according to 




appears that when the 
new  crop year begins 
Oct.
 I, 1984, the 
corn
 inventory could 
drop
 to less than a 





and a new "grain stocks"
 report issued Monday. 
The
 situation
 is also tight for soybeans, although a 
record inventory was carried 
over
 on Sept. 1. the begin 
ning of the 
soybean marketing year, the USDA said 
Moo  
day in a related analysis. 
Last summer's drought and
 cutbacks under the gov 
ernment's payment
-in -kind acreage program are 
major  
reasons for a sharp
 downturn in 1983 crop output. Conse 
quently, with 
rising  commodity prices, feed costs art -
putting a 
crimp in the profits of livestock feeders and 
poultry 
producers.  
As of Oct. 
1.
 corn inventories totaled 3.14 
billion bush 
els. Although that 
was  a record stockpile 
and  37 percent 
more 















  A Su-
perior Court 
judge  ordered 
a 
temporary  halt to logging 
























 down the venerable 







has been holding 
protests






















until  Thursday at 
9 
a.m., when 
a hearing is 
scheduled  on a request for 
a preliminary
 injunction 





ordered to stay off the 




tion at the 75-acre 
Sally 
Bell Grove in the 
Lost 
Coast portion of the county.
 
about





Leggett.  resulted 
in seven 
arrests and one injury. 
About 35 demonstra-
tors tried to prevent the  
company from 
harvesting  
the trees, some of which 
have been growing for 
more than a millenium, but 
about 25 trees were felled. 
The demonstrators 
want the state to buy the 
grove and about 800 other 
acres so the trees can be 




field's said corn disappearance-
 or total use dur-
ing the marketing year jusled







































































BIKE   
AVIA
 
SPANJIAN  SAKO  MEDALLION 



























 Cheese   $3.25 lb. 
 French 
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1/1_111.11   
Ham & 
Cheese  Croissant 
and Can








white  witches and 
black  
witches  

































to tell,  
sometimes.
 if 
W's joking or 
serious.  But 
there's one
 thing she
 is se -
s about - witchcraft. 
Thearis
 is her 
"witch  
ame" and she
 is 36-years -
,id, though













but  has shared an 



































deals  with earth 
and  living 
and 











was  five 
years 
old,  she packed 
her  
suitcase and ran 
away  from 
home to live 




mother  for 
two weeks. 
She  said 





































 her to 
read
 cards 
and  palms. 
' 
Then 
some'  friends 
urged
 her to 
join  them, 
in 
Berkeley.





















It's  just like 
turning  
on a light












 She now 
belongs 
to 
several covens,  
normally 










something I run around ad-
vertising,  because I waS 
raised in 
that
 closet witch -
The 
difference  










 The best 
thing  to do with 
a black 
























craft sluff."  
. 
Santa Cruz 
is a catalyst 




But the energy 
field 
surrounding








Those who stay "are 
more able to think and talk 
and see and do 
things here. 
partly because 
it's  a small 
university 
town," she said. 
"and just because it
 at-
tracts tlioseolpeople. 
"There's not much of a 
chance anyone's going to 
come and put you in jail. 
because who are they going 
to
 pick to put in 
jail?  Which 
one  of us nuts 
She know s "al least a 
couple  hundred" of the 







black witches and 
shades  of gray witches. 
Thearis -said. She
 is a white 
witch.
 
What is the difference 
between
 a yi tit v. itch and a 
black witch? 
"They're {he difference 
between energy and 
power." Thearis said. "You 
can  tap energy. 
hut
 you 
,can't lap power All you can 




 are on a 
power trip, she said. and 
"the best thing you 
Iran do 
with 






























might  try 
to
 do to 
her 
will hi' mirrored
 back to 
them. 
Witchcraft




thing."  she 
said.  "It's total 
thought  .-
11 is. 



















.of the sun, moon
 and stars,  
the cycles 
































, timid for us: 
that the moon 
controls
 the oceans and 
so,  
therefor%



















 all you want and 
what 
you're








she became sick 
about 
to years ago. she said 
she 
lost  Indict in herself 






hypoglycemia.  she said, 
lint was diagnosed as a mai-
lunctioning adrenal 
gland  
Doctors prescribed predni 
soot',
 a steroid. 
Eight 
years later, they 
told her 
tow  ot the 


























got  angry. 
quit the 









 a healing ritual 

















 the first. Her 
body is swollen 
and  her 
jerking 
vIllee belies the pain 
she endures. but 
she can get 
out of bed now and the 
pain  
is not so had as it once
 was. 
She is still angry, with 
herself for 
losing faith, and 
with 
her 
doctors  for failing 
to 
warn her about predni. 
sone.  She calls































































papers  Irani a 
court 
case
 pending on 
a 
friend:
 the day 
after, people
 


















work." Thearis laughed. 
The rituals she per-





 elements - 
earth, 
fire and 
water.  She 
used fire and 
water  for her 
































































































































































































the  vivid 
mem, 
the meadow,





























 that thit 
I,
 




















 is the only 



























































































 e season of harvest. The 
season  ot death. The 
es 
ew year. Halloween. 
mystic rites and ceremonies 
which  Halloween 
ori y 
observed  had their origin 
among the Druids 
cent  before the Christian era. 
 
F the witch the year is a wheel beginning with 
Sam n or Halloween and ending with the harvest. 
The  
roots of Samhain can be traced back to ancient Rome. 
Every October. the Romans would celebrate the 
Feast of Pompona, the Godess of Orchards. The Ro-
mans believed they 
could protect themselves from the 
evil spirits wandering





candle  or oil -soaked 
rag placed 
inside. 
The Greeks believed that 
once a year the souls of the 
dead returned to visit the earth. They
 held the week-long . 
festival 
of
 Anthesteria, where banquets were given in 












Winchester  lays 
restless
 in her 
bed. 

























he  her late 
husband  











cries  (,) 
Si 



































ss ails with lik 
of 
this  innocent 
Homer















mes of the Muss
 






















































above  her 
and
 











































































lusty  as 
her 
miswered
 this time 
by the 
sounds




































































































The Celtic Nev. 1 




eve was marked by the 
festival  of Samhain, the 
Lord of Death. 
The lord of death gathered
 all the souls of 
the dead who 
had been condemned to 
enter  the bodies of 
animals ,The cat was 
sacred to the Druids 
who  believed 
that cats had once 
been human beings and 
were 
changed into cats 




 spread through 
Europe.  the mis-
sionaries  were 
apalled
 at the pagan practices and 
sacri-
fices that took place
 at the end of each 
October.  The 
solution was to somehow
 turn Samhain into a Christian 
Holiday. Little was changed
 except the name. 
Church leaders proclaimed November as 
All  Hallow 
Day to honor all of the saints that didn't have a holiday 
yet. 
The night before this became All Hallow Evening
eventually shortened
 to Halloween. 
When families came 
from the old world to America, 
they brought
 the English and
 Irish customs 
with 
them.  






































doorsteps to remind people that the
 spirits are roaming. 
The wearing of 
costumes stems from the 
belief 
taht  a 
disguise will 
foil









a chance to 
change








get longer, and 
the harvest
 ends, we 
are nearing the season of winter, the season of death. 
Stand  
very 
quietly,  stare at the full October
 moon,
 and 




Winchester  Mystery House 
(left), built at the turn of the cen-
tury. represents the 38 -year effort of 
Sarah Winchester to appease the 
spirits that tormented her. The 160 -
room house is believed by some to 
still possess
 the unearthly spirits 
that haunted the woman. The 
stained-glass window (above) is 
one of many 






















marriage into a 
lamily  of wealth and )1 
ii' has rendered 
Iler pleas 







(11,cuoid  mile I tag her 
construction  on 
the front 
portion ol Inn es er gross  
mg mansion  
They instruct her It) 
continue expansion




house  but demand 
that the
 
tritnt tn. Jell 
as
 it is 
Sarah  agrees 
nilll










 0 is 















lime lett lier 
now,
 hut 
only tor the 



















that night. it was 
enough  to keep the heiress 
trim es IT-sleepmg t here again 
F:Ve/1 this flay . /IS 
.uric'
 11'alks thiough Me gloomy 
hal/ways /01(1 el./ le Within. file %Von /ouster
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arid 'din,  re/
 le 
e.VI/e/






to SSW 11111,11( 



















Sarah's  main 







log part or Sarah's lilt' alter 
her hus-
band 
William  died 
in Hatt 
Legend


















 she  would 


















her life Althouglenes it  
has ing 
been 





























She didn't like 
visitors 















 by to visit while pa ssmg 
through
 
San  Jose 
in 190:1. 
She spied her 
servants  with a passion 
rivaled
 only bs 
that which kept her 









tutor  side, 









Sarah also had 
secret peepholes drilled in various
 is ails 
inside  the house. 








 he or she would 
be fired























 ss ith Minim). pensions 
or e'stales of their  own as directed
 Its
 Sarah's w ill upon her 
death 
Winchester house tour guide
 and soulet lilies caretaker 
Dave Doylt,
 sass he believes that there 
























 Slit. l1,,,. ,i111,
 iii 
inghl 
bs.king  up and
 








!IOU'S I turn around 
and think 1 see a St bite hunian-like
 
lorin behind me But
















belies),  Situ's share the 
Sinn(' 
CO11(1'111:1, 
he in keeping 
the 
mansion




















 twine !nail 
n ork one nigid 
v as s tired 
that
 








to the Inoue 
I 
Used
 lo Ilse at ill 
Los  Gatos 
lIlt 
lis hit I 110/141










 soniebotb  
erablonc  lily 





10111041  1111. :11111 saw that 1 
0 a!, :1100/1 
111 CE:011 












',la ed st 
ide :iwake  
kir  the rest ot the  way 
hit tine 




bruises in the same 




or something grab him 
the  night before on the 
freeway
 
According  to Doyle there 















 that. even after they









says  that 
these  
three  





 a seance she 
elnulueled in 
the  house 
on Halloween  night, 
1978.
 Two











 who is a 
1st 
























only  visits the boost. when he, she, 
or it feels 
like it. 






























away  as it hit the 
bed
 in the room 






 suggest that Sarah's
 
spirit  still tishls 
the 







 a Iread,) 
"one foot into the next 






 she left this world never to 
return  
According  lo Doyle. the 
onls violent
 
incident  in the 
house 
that  
















drunk in the basement 
The
 (*hiking -duo elaimed
 OW a 
vase
 thew 
through  the 














their  "underground-  
party  











Legend has it that  







also came 10 an end because  
of strange 












 ila  









 \ as mil 
(Mild  this 



































































































one  of 
e items,  
piled atop
 one 
'tier in mass 
disarray.  
tic 









Bibles  share the 
e shelf with 
black  can -
Money -Drawing
 In -
e. and dusty bars 
of 







































































making  it even 
harder to  read
 the biling-
ual 
labels, of Better 
Busi-
ness Incense
 and jinx -re-
moving hand 
creams.  The 
myriad
 of merchandise lin-
ing the walls 
spreads like a 
malignant 
growth  to places 
no ladder can reach. 
It is 
a drugstore
 for the 
superstitious
 















































































































"Hello." I offered in a 
voice thA seemed to come 
from very far away. I won-
dered if he was going to 
read any traces of "re-
porter" in my mind and 
chase me out with a hand-
ful! of Journalist Remov-
ing Powder. 
He said nothing, but 
continued to stare at his 
only 
customer.  
"How does this stuff 
work." I asked,
 pointing to 
a bottle
 of Evil Spirit -Re-
moving  Floorwax and  
Bathroom Cleaner. 
"Oh , you just put it on 
your
 floor and it 





 out of 
your house,"












































black water (a 










turn  your sexual 
nature
 back 25 












































"Can I help you with 
anything?"the
 old man 
asked 
impatiently. 




asked in a feeble 
attempt  
to humor him as visions
 of 
reporter voodoo dolls 
danced in my head. 
No witches or medi-
cine men were lining up 
outside
 to buy. Sacred 
Wahoo Bark. The only cus-
tomer 









 in and bought a 
pack of Marlboros.
 
I bought a black candle 
for 39 cents and a Money 










 at me 
very strangely, 
as if to ask 
"What is 
Halloween?"  as 
he handed

















































you  rent 
2 records. Sale items 
not  included. A slight 
deposit 






(408)72 5 -TEST 
III', I ri si I 
























































































Court,  in 
San 




















































































































































































 to make 
the 
haunted 




Inside  the 
house, a 
maze  will run 
from 
room to 
room,  with 
different  
scenes









 $200 for 
the  
occassion.  
HI S WEE 
A 










































all  seats 
6:00 - 
Dawn  of the 
Dead
 
8:45 - Night of the 
Living  Dead 
10:15 - Dawn 
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NAME
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by scores of 2-1. 
Lack












Don  Batie, 



















































































































































































































 Allen (15 
and the 
Dons'  Per 
Ilan  gti a Idsta
































 of us fan-
tasize about.





 overseas is 
even more 
remote.  

















 team, is 
playing  
'It  
























































about  his 
future,













was  a 
combination  of 







to take a 
break  from 
school,"  said 
Thomas.  "After 
going to 
school
 for six 
years, I realized






explained  that the 




United  States. 
"Defense  is not 
emphasized  and 
Olympic  Games 
rules are 
used. There is 
more shooting,








 Thomas said 
play can get 
, sloppy. 
"They 
don't  have a good 
knowledge of the 
basic fun-
damentals  of the 
game,"  He 
said.
 "I like the open
 style. 
but I 
would  rather 
have
 a mixture 
of




thinks  a 














 how the 
game











 are also 
learning. 







 they know 
more about 
fundamentals





points  a game, 
 Thomas 
said, but 
























 it came 
time to 
go to the 
basket. 
No




compare  with 
our




 who got a 




 play told him
 that their 
style of play 
























watching  our 
wide-open  playing
 style, they 
knew
 they were 





Randy  could play 
offense, but it 
was me 
that they 
were  skeptical 
of
 because I 
came








 40 percent of 









Because  of the 
unpredictability








The  Top Twenty teams in the Associa ted 
Press college 
 football poll, with first -place votes in 
parentheses,  season 










































































































doesn't think the rest of the league will 
adopt it. 
" We ran some ridiculous 
plays and made a lot of 
errors." Thomas said. "The other teams will stick to their 
style, and I don't think our team's playing method revolu-
tionized anything." 
But, Thomas said, the teams that heard about the 
Cobras' method couldn't wait to play against them. 
"They wanted to run and 
gun right along with us 
during the game," said Thomas. "The 
spectators got a 
kick out of seeing the teams playing that way." 
Thomas thinks
 Wieldon's willingness
 to double as a 





 opens up the 
offense,"  said 
Thomas. "It also allows
 me to score more." 
In 
addition to leading the 
league in dunks, Thomas
 
averaged 
20 points and 13 to 14 
rebounds  per game. His 
game -high 
totals
 were 33 points and 
21
 rebounds. He said 
Wieldon averaged 
35 points a game and 
shot





 career began with a 
stint 
with the Chelsea Gulls, but 
because
 of financial difficul-
ties he was released.
 
"My 
name got on the 
market, and the 
Cobras  picked 
me up and 
signed  me to a $12,000 contract." 
In Australia $12,000 
isn't  a lot of money. and 
Thomas  
said there 
are a number of American 




American  players that




been  playing there 




Thomas said some of the 
American players in the 
high -rent district include Cal 


















came  time 
to go to the
 
basket.
 No other 
























Winslow  and 
George 


















 a good 
offer.  I 
would  not 
turn








will benefit me." 
He also 
liked  attention 
he got in 




made  me 
feel




gol a red -carpet
-Magic Johnson type treatment,
 but I 
eventually wanted to 
be
 regarded as a normal person 
again. 
"I




away  from SJSU for a while, Thomas 
misses campus life. 
"I miss the atmosphere, my friends, the social life. 
and the media attention.
 
Living in San Jose while attending SJSU influenced 
























plans  to 
come  back 
to school
 and take
 the 18 
units 
needed  to 
earn  his 




















('LAYTON. N.J. AP ) 
 The high school football 
team here survived nearly 
a quarter century without 
a winning season, but the 
Clippers lost out Monday 
night to the
 Board of Edu-
cation, which cancelled the 
program because four
 bat-
terings this year left only 








upset, very emotional 
after the 
board vote, said 
Joe 
Mucci,  the athletic di-
rector for the high school 
team that has a 33-174-4 re-
cord since 1960 and eight 
winless seasons. 
The board did vote to 
retain the  
school's  junior 
varisty
 program. 
The Board of Educa-
tion scheduled the 
meeting 
after last Friday's game 
against Woodstown 
was 
called off because only 14 
players 
 five with any 
varsity experience would 




The varsity Clippers 
finished 2-7 last year  one 
of 
















































































San  Fernando 
5 blocks West of Campus 
289-1344 
Good Fri., 8pm-11pm 
Sat. 9am-3pm,



























































 Last day to 
sign
 up is Nov. 
4th. 
 



















more into call 
























offensive unit is 
ranked No. 





 are the 
main reason 






 the game 
plan
 with head coach
 
Jack  Elway, 
sat out 
last week with an 
injury, but
 he is ninth 
in the nation in total 
offense.  Top right, 
Bobby 
Johnson is 21st 





game, while Eric 
Richardson,  lower 
right,  is one of the top 
receivers on the West 
Coast having already 
caught 35 passes  










third  in 
NCAA






By limiting Cal 
State  Long Beach to just 
34 yards on the
 ground in their 18-9 
win  last 
Saturday,
 the Spartans moved 
up to the Num-
ber three spot in the
 nation in rushing de-
fense. 




Only Virginia Tech (65.4) and 
Toledo ( 721 









are  ranked ahead of such top 10 
teams as Southern Methodist, Michigan. Ok-
lahoma and Texas. 
The pass defense has been shaky at 
times, but has come around recently, and in 
overall defense, the Spartans are 
ranked No. 
29 in the country. 
Led by quarterbacks Jon Carlson and Co -
Pacific Coast Athletic Association Player of 
the Week Bob Fresco, the Spartans are No. 12 
in passing offense in the United States. Carl-
son played in the Spartans 
first  six games 
and guided SJSU to four victories. He is 
ranked ninth in the nation averaging 251 2 
yards per 
game.  
When Carlson was injured in the loss to 
Cal State 
Fullerton two weeks ago.
 Fraser) 
was called on to handle the Spartan
 offense 
against Long Beach and led SJSU to the 18-9 
win. 
In that game Fresco completed 20-of
-33 
passes for 243 yards and two touchdowns. 
The receiver that Fresco and Carlson
 
have looked for most is Eric Richardson.
 The 
senior from Novato is ranked among the top 
pass recievers on the West Coast and 
has the 
statistics to back up that 
statement.  
The 
23rd ranked receiver in the country, 
in seven games




 595 yards and six touchdowns. 
One 
of the main reasons the 
Spartan  
passing game has been so effective
 has been 
the running of Bobby 
Johnson.  Defenses key-
ing on one player 
in the Spartan offense have 
had to do 
the impossible because of 
Johnson's
 
ability to gain big on the ground.
 
Against the 49ers, he appears to have 
rushed for only 70 yards, 
but a 70-yard touch-
down run was 
called  back because 
of a hold-
ing 
penally  If 
Johnson
 is able to stay healthy. 
he may
 become the lirst Spartan back since 
Gerald  
Willhite.
 who broke 













ing 92.3 yards per game  
21st in the country. 
He is also No. 17 in all-purpose
 running with 
125.7 
yards  per game. 
All-purpose
 running 




 Spartans are ranked
 among 
the 
NCAA  leaders. 




 picked off seven passes 
last season 
to lead the PCAA.










and is tied for fifth on the all-time
 Spartan list 
with Leroy 
Zimmerman ( 1938-391. Harry 
Russell ( 1947-48 ) and 
Don  Peterson (1966-871. 
Adam 
Goldberg  is not known 
by very 
many Spartan fans. Al 
the beginning of the 
season Richardson
 was returning 
kickoffs,  
but Goldberg 
began  to assert 
himself.  Five 
games  later he is ranked














PITTSBURGH  ( AP) Pittsburgh Steeler defensive 
lineman 
Gabriel  Rivera. who injured his spine in 
what
 
police charge was an alcohol
-related  car crash, was in-
volved in five traffic incidents
 in his native Texas over a 
four-year
 span. 
Doctors say it will 
be another 10 days before they 
learn whether
 injuries to the 22 -year -old athlete's spine 
will leave 
him paralyzed from the chest
 down. 
Rivera was in serious condition 
Monday  at Allegheny 
General Hospital, after being listed in 
critical condition 
during the weekend. He was admitted Thursday night 
after 




his  sports 
ear during a head-on collision in suburban Ross Town-
ship. 
Last Thursday night, Rivera demolished his 19113 Dat- 4 
sun 280-ZX sports 
car.  
The
 other driver, Allen
 Watts, 48, of Ross 
Township. 
told
 police Rivera's car 
skidded  into the path of 
his  car 
near 
an intersection. Police 
said  90-foot skid marks 
left by 
Rivera's  car indicate he was 
exceeding  the 35 mph speed 
limit but police have not said how
 fast he was traveling. 
The impact threw the 6
-foot -3, 265 -pound football 
player out the back window of his 











 and driving on the
 wrong side of the 
road. 
The San Antonio 
(Texas)













 I, 1979, and Jan. 12, 1983.





































































2. Adjust valves 
All 
For 
3. Check compression 
6. Change
 oil 





4. Set liming 
7.3


















 fluid -add 
Barman 
Ghins,  Fastbacks, 













Location  for 15 vears 












































































































for our matches with 
Cal."  
The 





the  days 
when  SJSU 
was 



























































 seems to 
have a certain 
arro-
gance 
that feeds the 
rivalry,"  he said. 
Those  arrogant 
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('al's 12 



































including  kills ( 249).  hitting 
percentage)










 and she 




















coach said. "They 
always play well 
against us 




















more  for coverage from 
the big guys when 
Campus  Insurance 
offers 
students with good 
driving records 
the  same coverage 
at lower 
rates? 
Understanding  student 
budgets  is no accident. 
Call  Campus Insur-
ance and 
find  out how 































































































































































































































The Gay and Lesbian Alliance will 
hold a panel dis-
cussion on AIDS featuring members of the Santa Clara 
County AIDS/KS Foundation
 at 4 p.m. tomorrow in the 
Student Union Costanoan Room. 
   
The 
India Students 
Organization  will hold a 
general
 
meeting  from II a.m. to 
noon  tomorrow in the 
Student
 
Union Montalvo Room. 
   
The
 Black Students of 
Engineering  will hold 
a meet-
ing at 6:30 
tomorrow
 in Engineering  
Building
 Room 148. 
   
Delta Sigma
 Pi will host speakers
 from Arthur 
Ander-
son and Co.. 
who  will speak on 
specific  topics of 
account-
ing and their




   
The 
Women's  Center 
will  have an 
informal
 lunch for 
faculty, students 
and  staff from noon 
to
 I p.m. today at 
the 
Barbecue  Pits. 
Call
 277-2047 for more
 information. 
   
MEChA 







at 3 p.m. 















 hold a meeting 
at




   
The 
Physics Department




-Linear  Optical Effects 




 in Science Building 
Room  258. For more 
informa-
tion call 
Dr.  Joseph F. Becker at 
277-2361.  
   
The Meteorology Department will hold a seminar at 
11:30 a.m, today in 
Duncan  Hall 615. Call Donna at 277-
2311 for more 
information.  
   
Psi 
Chi  will host 
a speech by 
Dr.  Robert 
Fox  on re-
* 
search  at NASA 
at 12:30 today 
in Dudley 









   
The 
SJSU




12:30  p.m. today in the A.S. 
Council  Chambers. For more
 
information call Paul Mezzetta 736-2282 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
   
CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT 
PRO 
GRAM Enhance personal end pro 
 lessional growth as VOLUNTEER
 














mono lingual all maws
 
grad So undergred Experience
 from 
clerical to post grad intro-to 
iixtro 
vert We need you Neer campus 
? 
IC
 EF PO Boil 952. SJ. 95108 
280 
5055  
DENTAL VISION PLAN 
for  students 
Enroll now' 
Save
 your teeth and 
eyes and also 
money  Information 
AS
 
office or phone 
371  6811 
GAMMA
 PHI BETA 
F. PHI DELTA 
THETA wish a speedy recovery
 to 
then
 exchange cesualties 
11 GAMMA PHI 
BETA
 Have a Happy
 51.1 
loween & thanks for 
the exchange 
Spookf idly yours. The Phi 
Dells  









ponrail by John 
Paulson  Pho 
tography 448 2388 
HARD TIME
 IN CALCULUS, 
Unhappy
 
with your grades, Send 
83 95 pad 
for self explanattory
 study guide 
to George Swollen
 2829 Pennon 
coa Crk Rd S 
J 95132 
JESUS IS 
LORD  of SJSU Maranatho 
invites






this world changed tor the glory
 of 
God 
Sunday  11 00  m Swim 
O 
ney Hall 1 00 p ni Thursday 
7 30 
p m SU Guadalupe 
Rm
 




Japanese  Okinawan 
   Shinto. ShotoKan Sho
 
Fin Classical Kohudo 
'weapon)  
training Karate du & Kolaudo  like 
other martial or cultural arts 
tws 
its aim at nothing less 
than to 
make a better person
 for sorority 
The training is hard to make the 
person
 confront his 
physical  and 
emotional 
limitations.  it st   
mental end physical control to help 
the person overcome 
the 'mute 
lions of the ego 
It emphasizes 
courtesy and 
respect  the person 
being in harmony 
with  self and 
others Contact 

















Club)  For our 
nearest  club call 
0108)  243 1611 










 set for 








 and booster 
helps 
pay your 
SJSU  fees & 









 226 5988 











Union  is ecove






 be a 
part  
of 
Fellowship  Time 
way
 Wed at 
11 30 in 
the Guadalupe 
Rrn  For 
other 
Bottle  study times 
and  acne 





.114151965  0151 
'NO 
MAN  IS AN 
ISLAND' end no 
woman either,
 Bridge the gap 
through 
leadership  friendship and 
eenriCe
 to others Discover why so 
many men and 
women  belong to 
Alpha Phi 
Omega  the nitoon s 
largest 
beton.,  Campus resi 
dents 





 29th in 
the  Guedalime 




 227 4569 

















of karate with 
your own SJSU 
Kerma
 Club come 
by PER 280 3 
to 4 30 pm 
on T F or 
cell  629 
0421 
for info All levels
 we wel 
come
 beg 'hot
 advanced  We con 
all 
achieve












Hall 425 N 








ABOUT  YOU at 











Tomorrow  in Duncan
 Hall. 








 at 7 
p.m.
 tomorrow
 in the 





 call Mike at 
268-3130
 or 









 by Lester 


































 to I p.m. 






















America's leading catalog showroom is 
looking for seasonal help 
during
 the 




making extra Christmas 
money,  Best 
Products offers 
you full-time or part-time 
hours,
 days, evenings or weekends.
 Apply 





























God  is alive and 
doing  *sooting 
things in the earth
 today Visit us 
Sunday at 8 
300m 11 00 arn or 





 SJ. near 280 and Race 
15 min 
from  SJSU) 279 2133 
THERE IS 
NO GOD or is there,
 The 
Overcorners  believe there 
is Come 
merlonca new 
life  in Christ every 
Wednesday night 
at 7 30. Costa 
noon Room. Student
 Union 279 
2133  
WORSHIP
 AT CAMPUS Christian
 Con 
fee 
Sunday  Lutheran 
10
 45 am. 
Catholic 4 00 end 
8 00 pm 
PnWer group Tuesday at 5 00 
pet
 




















 YOU NEED good eco 
nornical  transportation, you 
don't 
need e car you need 
 Volkswa 
gen. Several to 
choose from Fo 
nancing available






EXTRA  CASH, But 
can only work part tone, Opponu 
nit, for good extra 
income  Train 
ing 
provided





REPS Exclusive term° 
lies offering excellent 
part
 time on 
come with 




CAMPUS  REP CHOICE 
MEDICAL
 GRP 
specialists in Women 
s Health has 
part time opening




 outgoing with 
marketing
 interests 56 50 hi 
Call 




 vehnle Hard 
work high pen 
Call 378 3382 
SALES
 CLERKS PULL 
PART  TIME 
Eastodge Shop Mall New
 retool 
grephic art poster store Tidy re 
sponsible persons for sales end 
framing No smokers 14081 238 
8100 or14151525 0586 
DOOR TO 
DOOR  store to store Sell 




 Only invest 
mast  is your time end walongness 
to work 50% commission 
Apply  
910 11 AM. 4805 First 
St Ste 




115 00 hr Some heavy lifting 
Drove smell pick up 16 
hrs  
week Hrs can be adjusted
 to fit 
school 
schedule  298 4900 
EXP SANDWICH MKRS 5 dims  
wk 
No 
weekends 11 30 2 30 
5510 
Sourdough Eatery 8485 First St 
FOOD 
SOLAR  SYSTEMS Bay
 areas 
Wawa 
solar  homing comany eeeee 
serious
 business oriented people 
for ...mg opportunity in solar 
sales Part or 
full
 time Min 20 
Ins per week Call 
John Mack 
14081  733 7272 
of send resume 
to 










 Now you can Munch
  














Columbia  Consulant 
making 
money working 
full time or pert 
orne 









an iv" /anent Mei supple 
went This nutritious product is de 








weight For more 
mformation call 
Independent
 Co/umbra Consultant 
at 14081 
294  9600 8 
em
 to 6 
pm Monday thru Friday
 
INFORMATION CENTER Al TENDANT 
PI time energetic person to deal 
w public & phones Must be 
able  




Center Student Union 
MODELS FASHION COMMERCIAL 
Im no atomism  nwessary 
Agence Mode*. leading Bay 
Are agent, woke new faces Eu 
rope Nese York Tokyo work pox 
sible Call for appt 14081 559 
3930 
2420  The Pruneyard 
Campbell CA 95008 
OFFICE ASST 
PT now end full time 
during 
semester  break Flexible 
hours FilMg customer contact. 
telephones Call Judy at Russell's  
Furniture 263 9043 
PART TIME REC LEADER 
WANTED 
54 50 
65 00 per hr Mon Fri 





14081 998 4400. ask for June 
Work study
 student 
PHOTOGRAPHIC MODELS WANTED 
Earn learn and build a portfolio 
No experience 
necessary  Photos 
Unarmed 
Eves 972 2120 
START YOUR OWN BUSINESS New 
company 
Setting all sales records 
Selling not 
nereesery
 to earn top 
Income
 New space 
age triode de 
veloped by 
NASA  require no refrig 
oration 




servatives added end can be 
prepared on 5 minutes Belie, 
products just add water end cook 
Also. gormet pastes and dnnks 
Unlimited potential
 For more into, 
minion on becoming a distributor 
or 
buying
 at distributor prices. call 
Brien al 
554 2966 
TWO JOBS Handyman 17 00,hr 
Iskilledl
 for apartments near cam 
pus Also need 2 muscle man to 
work on can at various hours 
SO 
50/hr
 We tun this orl all se 
rnester Apply 10401k
 
4th or call 
Don at 288 6647 
URGENT' 
This  week Cleaning $5/hr 
Grmy 2br apt Kolch wdwrk 
sweep rug cleaning. wrkur hrs 
Cell Ms Seymour 749 2298 9-5 
URGENT'
 This week Cleaning 86/hr 
Grmy 2br apt Knch wdwrk. 
sweep rug 
cleaning wrkur hrs 
Call Mrs Seymour 749 2290 9 5 
WANTED TELEPHONE SOLICITORS 
64 00 to 610 00 per hour start 
Eve wont 6 blks from SJSU Con 
tett Mr Taylor 288 8980 
HOUSING 
1 BEDROOM IN 3 BEDROOM 
house 
Near and quiet Forst IS last p.m 
incl utilities
 262 9329 
LOST Et FOUND 
LOST WOMAN S ID BRACELET In 
scription on front and back If 
found call Stoehr.. 281 1348 
Reward, no questions asked, 
PERSONALS 
DO YOU ENJOY DANCING, I'm  
white male looking for a 
female  
dance partner FOr
 more info 
Dancer 929 Inverness
 Way Sun 
nyvale CA 94087 
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC Unwonted hair 
removed forever Confidential By 
ppt only 
247 7488 335 So 
Bey  wood Ave San Jose. CA 
LOOKING  FOR A FEMALE roommate to 




Brion  after 5 pm 298 
2308 
SIGMA CHI THANKS for the greet 
hr  
t We really 
enjoyed it 
Love The Alpha Phi  
SERVICES 
BECAUSE Of YOUR FANTASTIC RE 
SPONSE I am 
repeating  my offer 
Bare it all, Stop shaving was 
mg tweeting or using chemical 
deplItories 
tel
 me permanently r 
move your 
unwanted  hair 'chin
 
to 
Mini tummy moustache etc I 15% 
discount to students and faculty 
Ceti before Dec 15 1983 end get 
your 1st appt al 1 2 price 559 
3500 Gwen Chelgran 




Bascom  Awe Ste C 
Campbell
 CA 
CASH FOR YOUR BOOKS and re 
zords,' Recycle books and records 
138 East Santa Clara 
between  
3rd 
end 4th Sts Open 7 days 10 
am to 9 pm 
Coll for buying
 boors 
app We stock over 125 000 new 
used books 
DISC JOCKEY  ready to 
male 
vow 
pe,,, swing, And you Won I he 
Cluck  with disco all note long Just 






what you went Ross  
5 an SJSU 
graduate  with eight years radio es 
per' 

































































net{  bud., Can I. 
bOrf0v)  a Oh 
Dr . can you 
trent.  me 'Hey 
°b., L2111 2- koe 
,..loye 0(143 
, I Lao use 1400'
 












 ' I'm 1iMS5i11'


























you're  tile 
(TIorsbi%,1i



























































































 Energy Modern 
Rock 
LOOKING  FOR A 
WEDDING
 photowa 
pher II there 
were   way you 
could have  fantastic
 time at your 





photography  you 
would want 
to
 know more about 
 wouldn
 t you, For the past 
seven  years John Paulson s 
Pho 
tography has been 
doing  just that 
tor many couples 
Perhaps we 
can 







ANXIOUS, For anyone suffer Isaac the
 Newt 
mg from Math Anxiety. THE
 MATH 
INSTITUTE
 offers help M the form 
of 3 wale, 6 how 
Intensive 
course. 
Overcommg  Math 
Ansi 
My 
for Adults. BMW 
Algebra.  Goo 
emtry. Conquering
 CBEST's or 
ELME's
 Math Anxiety $40  00 3 
hrs or 575 006 hrs 14081 295 
6066 Group
 
and/or private tutor 
mg evadable 
MOVING. HAULING and odd jobs 




flexible Bruce 277 8937 
PREGNANT, 
NEED  HELP? Chorea Med 
ical Group can help with preg 
noncy tests and counseling abor 
lion to 14 saw awake or asleep 








and talk to our coun 
**lois at 358 2768 
PSYCHOTHERAPIST
 IN PRIVATE prey 
tice will provide tutoring 
to Pay 
chology students in the ewes
 of 
climesl  end
 abnormal psychology 




SAIL MEXICO aboard  70' square 
rigged schooner from 2 sells to 5 
months Live your lentesy, Sail 
away Dec 2 on the Stone Witch 
Piet 33 SF 94111




ACCURATE  TYPING SERVICE Pro all 
work guaranteed Specralorifig in 
research papers resumes.
 APA 
format thesis typing gen cone 
spondence and manuscripts
 win 
nor of 1982 San Jose Regional 
Typing Contest Located near San 
Jose Flea 
Market Looking forward 
to working with  you Off Ins 
8 305 30 M F Available eye & 
wknds hy request
 Call Jane 251 
5942 
ACCURATE TYPING Fast depend 
able. conscientious 
E reoriented 










ports. etc Sunnyvale 738.9910 
All 





Clare IBM Setectrsc available 7 
days  week 
411001k
 guaranteed 
AMPRA'S OFFERS TYPING word pro 
cessing eacreterial svcs Dicta 
phone 15 yrs prof] 
asp Almost 
at Scott Si San Tomas
 
SC
 14081  
2774998
 14151969 4491 
CALL LINDA FOR 
EXPERT  experi 
anted professional typing Term 
papers letters resumes etc 





able New Almaden 
Expwy 
Branham Lane Guaranteed quick 
return on ell papers Phone 264 
4504 
CAROL S TYPING FAST with lop 
quality IBM II $1 40 pg Camden 
Leigh All types 978 2193 













longer so cost more 






Cambrian LG area neer Good Sent 
Hospital Call Pat 356 2085 
PROFESSIONAL AND EXPERIENCED 
TYPIST Ten years espenence 
100 wpm fast 51 15 per page 
fast turnaround 




three  lines on one
 day 
One  Two 
Day Days 
3 






















































































































linePeatiefaction gimranleed 18M 
Correcting Selectric Call Nancy al 
370.2391 
EASYTYPE SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
Report.. theses. resumes. Ntlers 
Fast and wok/rate Word prey 
avail Santa Clara 249 0412 
EDITING/TYPING 266 9448 I special 
tee in terns papers lose university 
approved formats e g 
APA.
 T. 







Willow Glen area easy access 









;nem professionalism ate low stu 
dent rare Prices sten at 51 a page 
(Technical typing and resumes are 
pores slightly higher) 
Please call 
Jeannie 274 1975 
FAST FRIENDLY 
TYPING SERVICE 





1.1111,Los  Gato 
area Trish Foster 356 3704 
GILROY 




 25 per 
dou 
de spaced page call 842 5846 
GIVE 
YOUR WORK that goal... look $1 
deserves Typed 
as you We ir by 
Memo" Enterprise 14081 241
 
0503 
MRS RYAN'S TYPING SERVICE 
















needs  to me 
et least 
one week 
before  the due 
dem  Go 
for the 
best. IBM 




































COI 1/, C 'In Alcale PO Box C 
18300 Ternal CA 94974 
START THE 
YEAR OFF RIGHT' Return 
mg for
 out thind year, Clualtty Sem 
ice Reasonable Rates Gum 
wooed Work, Pickup Ili 
Delivery,  
Open 7 deys 00 
Call
 ABLE SEC 







(Notation.  Etc 
SUNNYVALE
 VALI CO Marcie's 
Typ  
one 18M Selector 
Ill Prompt neat 
accurst@ Reasonable
























































CESSING Espen work Special 
student rates
 Theses pawn" 
re
 
ports transcription. pert 
edning 












theses elc Salerno, 
accurate.  
aditong 
satisfaction  guaranteed 
The 
hest for less, From 
SI 00 per 
page Call Pam 247 2681 eve 
flings & 
weekends Located in 
Santa Clare neer Seri Thomas E tip 
and Monroe 
TYPING FAST ACCURATE Spec In 
chat WU/WM Neer 280w Sunny 
wale 




LOCATED NEAR TULLY 
AND  
MC 
LAUGHLIN IBM Selewric III 
Correctable




thesis etc I Cal 






types Elite. pp. letter
 gothic.  
script 




 926 1346 
TYPING THESIS TERM PAPERS 
etc 
Espermenced
 and fest 
Res  
soneble rates 
Phone  269 8674 
WORD PROCESSING TERM PAPERS 
thews reports disserrarions 
From 61 50 d s pogo
 Free disk 
storage Joye 264 1029 




 30 letters and
 
spaces









 & State 
inclosed is $ 
1/11/11111 
SEND CHECK. MONEY 
ORDER  






































































 resident halls 






the cleaning problems go 
much 
deeper than the 
dirt seen on the surface. 
"It seems like the custodians
 were cleaning a lot 
more 
regularly  last year." said Jim 
Carroll,  
a West Hall 
resident.
 He 
said  the 
bathrooms  are onlv  
being  cleaned 
once or twice a week this semester. 
Amy Cohen. 
another  West Hall resident, said the 
bathrooms.  hallways
 and lounges have been 
filthy since 
the semester 
began. She said the bathrooms
 were not 
cleaned










ire a mess 
because





-one day a 
co-worker
 and myself 
had  to 
clean the 
dorm
 West Hall 
tram




He said until other custodians
 are added to the staff, 
he doesn't





is going to improve 
much.  
Gordon  has been 
a custodian for
 Iwo years. Before
 he 
was moved to 
West  Hall,
 he worked in Royce 
Hall.  
where  
he said he would 
have  preferred to stay. 











cover a large area. 
"He
 is demanding





 refused to 
comment 










moved  in an 





 had not 
been
 complaints
 by the 
residents,  
there 
probably  would 
not
 have been any 
changes. 
"We're  trying 
to




give  us a 
much  better 
sense  of 
who's
 cleaning 
Anderson looks to 
future  
continued from page 1 
parties tor tailing to solve the problems
 of a depressed 
economy dangerous arms 
race
 and a trillion dollar 
debt.  
America is in an information and computer age. 





investing more of the nation's gross na-
tional 
product  to 
education, and requiring K -I2 stu-
dents to have some form 
of education in the usage of 
computers. 
Ile 


















register  with  
the






aid and  is also against lax credits for parents who send 
their children to private schools. 
"I think that isn't the best way to encourage the 
development of public education," Anderson said. 
Targeting certain growth industries for federal 
funds was rejected by the former Congressman. 
"There 
are  better ways than getting into the na-
tional 
development
 bank proposal offered by some 
Democrats." he said. "I favor a new chartering of 
local 
venture-capital banks." 
Alarmed by the U.S. 
invasion  of Grenada, Ander-
son said he was 
worried about the affect it might
 have 
on President
 Reagan's foreign policy. 
"I'm skeptical of this crash 
invasion" because it 
might encourage 
the  administration to pursue a 
gun-
boat diplomacy in the







from page 1 
Secretary
 tit Stale George P. Shultz told a midafter-
noon news conference in Washington the decision to in-
vade 




 the fear that 
Americans on the 
island might be "hurl
 or taken hostage." 
He said the U.S. forces "will leave promptly: we have
 
no intention of staying there," but gave no timetable. 
The 
Americans  clashed with a Cuban work 
force  that 
had been extending a runway at the Point Salines airport. 
Thirty Soviet advisers and 600 Cubans were captured in 
the invasion. U.S. officials said. There was no immediate 
word on losses within the 1.200-member Grenadian armed 
forces. 
Reagan said the 1,900 Marines and 
Army
 Ranger par-





 nations, seized the Iwo main airports
 on the 
mountainous,
 21 -mile -lung island. 
Medical students who make up the majority 
of the 
estimated 1.000 Americans on Grenada were reported 
unharmed, although pinned down by the continuing fight-
ing. 
I' S. helicopter gunships circled the 
St.
 George's Med-
ical College, apparently drawing fire from Grenadian 
snipers. 




 time a gunship 
goes over,
 there's fire all 
around us," Carpenter said in a broadcast monitored 
by
 
The Associated Press. 
The invasion,  coming just









about foreign U.S. military 
operations among some in 
Washington.
 particularly Democratic congressmen. 
The Soviet Union
 demanded that U.S. forces 
with -
dray, immediately 
from Grenada. The British govern-
ment 
expressed
 reservations about the attack,
 and medi-
cal school 
officials  and another American 
ham operator 
on the island 




 new authorities. 
The resort island has been
 under Marxist sway since 
a coup in 1979. But in a new 
government upheaval that 
began
 two weeks ago, a military
-led group identified by 
Washington as 
hard-line Marxists took
 command, and 
Prime  Minister Maurice 
Bishop  and some of his 
Cabinet  




 Council" was 




administration  said 
the  island, 1,500 miles 
southeast  of Miami, 
posed  a strategic 
threat
 lathe United 
States
 because Soviet -bloc 
aircraft
 might eventually use 
the airport 
at
 Point Salines, whose 
runway  was being 
extended by a Cuban work force. 
Reagan,  
appearing at a 




 three reasons for 
the invasion: protecting 
American lives.
 "to forestall further
 chaos" and to 
"re-
store
 order and democracy."
 
The
 U.S. chief 
executive  
asserted
 that the 
island  had 
been
 under the control
 of "a brutal 
group of 
leftist thugs." 
He said the joint Operation had been mounted
 at the 
request










official  in Washing-
ton, 
who 
declined to be identified,
 said the decision to 
invade was made









Vincent,  Antigua and 
Si. Lucia took 







 'shoot to 
kill'  
BEIRI "1. Lebanon AP)  U.S. Marines were or-




 their camp after three 
trucks 
that 
officials feared might be 
















rose  to 216 


















out by a man driving a 
truck 
packed with a 
ton of explosives.
 111 
was the bloodiest 







Geraghty,  told 
reporters 
more bodies
 were still in 
the  
rubble.  








 whom are being 
treated in military 
hospitals  in West 
Germany.
 Italy and 
Cyprus. 
what
 and at what 
quality  the cleaning
 is being done." 
Beth
 Herreia. a 
Markham  Hall 
custodian,  also thinks 
the staff is 
short  of people. She 
said  this is  the 
fourth
 
semester  the 
staff






more than enough 
custodians,  if they 
would show 
up,"













but he said 
only
 two people have gotten hurl on 











this  is the 









moved  and forced 
to 
get do the work that 

























consists  of 
vacuuming




and  basic 
general
 upkeep 










































work  to be done in the amount of 
time that








 of the 
conflict,  
the custodians have filed
 a 
grievance with SJSU 
!lousing
























continued from page 1 
legislators problem will be deciding which groups should 
receive additional funding. 
He said the legislators would be more willing to give 
additional funds to the poor 
and disabled before boosting 
CSU funds. 
Curtis L. Richards, legislative director for the Cali-
fornia State Student 
Association, was more confident than 
Plotkin that fees would be reduced. 
He based his optimism on Deukmejian's earlier com-




 a $90 reduction, 
Richards  said,
 be-
cause of two bills 




AB 1251, backed by Gwen Moore, D -Los Angeles, and 
signed by the 
governor  on Sept.




process. It sets fees 
within  10-20 percent of the 
state's
 
funding to higher 
education
 and divides the total by the 
number of students in the CSU. 
If the 








fees  for 
CSU 
students
 now is $687, $47






backed  by Jack O'Connell, 
D -Santa 
Barbara,  and signed by Deukmejian
 on Sept. 26,  
encourages  the state to pay for 
financial  aid to students. 
Richards said $42 of 
students'
 fees goes to providing fi-
nancial aid to 





"I'm really pleased 
that she followed through on a 
promise she made
 to us," Richards 
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